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This presentation is the result of a work initiated during an internship and continued within an 
internal working group

 Reflection on the statistical analysis of in vitro combination experiments on two different 
aspects



In oncology, the development of drug combinations is widespread: they can increase efficacy or maintain it at 
lower doses with reduced adverse events.

Very large literature on the “synergy/antagonism” 
Concept of additivity/synergy/antagonism : definition well-accepted
BUT not consensus on the formal/mathematical definition of additivity
 Different reference models identified 
 Huge variety of methodologies regularly published to demonstrate synergy

One of the main historical models to express synergy: the Loewe additivity model (Loewe and Muischnek, 1926) 
Thinking using concentrations needed to reach an effect: synergy if the same effect is reached with smaller concentrations 
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Context and definition



From the additivity equation of Loewe, a combination index was 
developed

𝐾𝐾 =
CA

ICXA
+

CB
ICXB

K is then compared to 1 (additivity hypothesis)
K <1  => synergy (upper bound of K’s CI <1) 
K =1  => additivity
K >1  => antagonism (lower bound of K’s CI >1) 

Quick presentation of Loewe model 
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Graphical representation associated to the 
combination index: Isobologram

What is needed to calculate K ?
the whole dose-effect curves of the single compounds and of the combination needed
 four-parameter logistic model used to fit these dose-effect curves
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Equation for Loewe additivity model between compounds A and B:   
CA

ICXA
+

CB
ICXB

=1

With CA, CB: concentrations of each compound in the mixture necessary to obtain X% of effect 
ICXA, ICXB: concentrations of compounds A and B necessary to obtain X% of effect for each compound alone 

(often absolute IC50, but not mandatory)



The equation of Loewe additivity is based on the hypothesis of a constant relative potency  R = IC𝑋𝑋A
IC𝑋𝑋B

= ICYA
ICYB

= IC50A
IC50B

The relative potency is often not constant
The slopes of single compounds curves are not equal
Maximum effects of single compounds differ

 In this case, the additivity line of the isobologram becomes a 
curvilinear additive isobole and the calculation of the combination 
index is more complex.

Alternatives
In the literature, a lot of models are regularly developed: some very complicated, some not very rigorous
A model was explored

Hand model  developed by David J. Hand in 2000, and rediscovered and described by Sinzger and al, 
in 2019
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Loewe model limitations and alternatives
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Hand model: formulation of the additivity in terms of instantaneous effect gains rather than effect level

Dose-effect curve:f x =Emin+
Emax−Emin

1+ IC50
x

m Sensitivity: S(x)= f′ f−1 x

Equation for Hand additivity model : SAB,λ(𝑥𝑥)=λ𝑆𝑆A x +(1−λ)𝑆𝑆B x , λ: proportion of compound A in the mixture 

 At each effect level both compounds contribute linearly to the instantaneous gain in effect of the combined curve
 The effect-sensitivity curve of the combination is a weighted average of the single effect-sensitivity curves

 From the inverse derivative formula: SAB,λ x =f′AB,λ fAB,λ
−1 x = 1

fAB,λ
−1′(x)

= λ

fA
−1′(x)

+ 1−λ

fB
−1′(x)

Estimation of the dose-effect curve for the expected additive combination 

 The inverse dose-effect curve for the expected additive combination: f−1
AB,λ(x)= ∫0

x λ

fA
−1′(y)

+ 1−λ

fB
−1′(y)

−1
dy

The dose-effect curve for the expected additive combination can be obtained !

Hand model 

Derivation
Instantaneous
gain in effect

per dose giving
the effect x

Integration
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Hand model – Graphical representation
Dose-effect curves of single compounds Dose-effect curve of the expected

additive combination

Effect-sensitivity curves of single compounds Effect-sensitivity curve of the 
expected additive combination

Derivation

Weighted average

Integration

SA(x)

λSA(x)

SB(x)

(1-λ)SB(x)

SAB,λ(x)=λSA x +(1−λ)SB x

(1-λ)SB(x)

λSA(x)
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7 dose-effect curves (2 with single compounds + 5 with mixtures with constant proportion of both compounds)

Hand model- Example
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7 dose-effect curves (2 with single compounds + 5 with mixtures with constant proportion of both compounds)

Loewe model

Loewe model

Hand model- Example
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Hand model- Example

Hand model

expected additive combinations
« confidence boxes » obtained from the 

confidence intervals of CA/IC50A and CB/IC50B

7 dose-effect curves (2 with single compounds + 5 with mixtures with constant proportion of both compounds)

Loewe model
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Process of in vitro combination experiments

The search of new combinations starts with a screening phase
Time consuming for the biostat team to analyse all these combinations
Delay for the scientists to have the results

Need to develop a tool to characterize the in vitro combinations of two compounds for screening purpose
Speed increase
Autonomy of scientists
 Opportunity to explore and test the Hand model as an alternative to the Loewe model and 

to implement it in this new tool

Why a new tool ?

Repeated, 
recommended 3 times 
to take into account

the experimental 
variability

Design set up AnalysisExperiment

StatisticianScientist and 
statistician

.

Scientist

Estimation of dose-
effect curves of 

single compounds 
and for each ratio 

of compound

Ray design 
(constant proportion 

of compounds 
mixture)

.
f x =Emin+

Emax−Emin

1+ IC50
x

m
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A Rshiny application to characterize combinations

2 Excel data formats

Possibility to change the 
labels of compounds and the 
unit of dose concentration

Data import with file browser

Combination with one non-active 
compound

Add the theoretical additive Hand 
curves on the individual curves
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A Rshiny application to characterize combinations

Possibility to evaluate the 
combination at different levels
of effect (50%, 40%, etc…)

Possibility to constrain the 
max and min effects
estimated by the model 

Creation of a Word or HTML 
report
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A Rshiny application to characterize combinations

1 2

3

4

5
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A Rshiny application to characterize combinations

1 2 3 4 5
1 2

3

4

5
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With tests on real cases, a HUGE limitation appears: the integration of the sensitivity functions is not 
feasible when the slope is ≤ 1 for at least one single compound

In this case, the sensitivity has the following form

and the integral f−1
AB,λ(x)= ∫0

x λ

fA
−1′(y)

+ 1−λ

fB
−1′(y)

−1
dy does not converge

Big deception  in a lot of cases in our experiments, the slope is lower or equal to 1

In our Rshiny application, for the moment we limit the use of Hand model to the case with a slope >1

The Hand model: attractive but limited usage in practice
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Lessons learned of this work
Not easy to evaluate the Hand model (no mathematical definition of additivity)  What is the reference ?
A nice and attractive mathematical model can not be selected if it is not in adequation with the biological 
reality

Next steps
Find a mathematical solution to the limitation of slope >1
Explore a new model

Special thank
 Jiyoung OH, the trainee who initiated the work on the Hand model
 Maxime BELLAMI (IT&M stat) who strongly contributed to the development of the Rshiny app
 Jakob VANHOEFER and Jan HASENAUER, two of the authors of the Sinzger M. et al., 2019 publication

who kindly answered to our questions

Conclusion
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Equation for Loewe additivity model between compounds A and B:   
CA

ICXA
+

CB
ICXB

=1

With CA, CB: concentrations of each compound in the mixture necessary to obtain X% of effect 
ICXA, ICXB: concentrations of compounds A and B necessary to obtain X% of effect for each compound alone (often 

absolute IC50, but not mandatory)

This equation is based on the dose equivalence principle
There are one concentration DA of A alone and one concentration DB of B alone such as EffectA(CA)=EffectB(DB) and 
EffectB(CB)=EffectA(DA)

Hypothesis : constant relative potency  R = IC𝑋𝑋A
IC𝑋𝑋B

= CA
DB

= DA
CB

There is additivity if the same effect is obtained with the combination and with single compounds at 
equipotent concentration i.e if EffectAB(CA+CB)=EffectA(CA+DA)=EffectB(CB+DB) 

EffectAB CA+CB =X%→CA+DA=ICXA↔ CA + R∙CB=ICXA↔
CA

ICXA
+

CB
ICXB

=1

Details on Loewe model
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Hand model: formulation of the additivity in terms of instantaneous effect gains rather than effect level

Prerequisites

Dose-effect curve:  f x =Emin+
Emax−Emin

1+ IC50
x

m with its inverse f−1 y =IC50
Emax−y
y−Emin

−1
m

f-1(y): dose giving the effect y
f’(x) measures the variation of the effect per dose

Sensitivity

f′ f−1 x noted S(x) : instantaneous gain in effect per dose giving the effect x

S(x)= m
IC50 Emax−Emin

x−Emin
1−1

m(Emax−x)1+1
m

Details on Hand model (1/2)

D
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Under the additivity assumption of Hand, the combination must satisfy the following equation:

SAB,λ(𝑥𝑥)=λ𝑆𝑆A x +(1−λ)𝑆𝑆B x  f′AB,λ fAB,λ
−1 x =λf′A fA

−1 x +(1−λ)f′B fB
−1 x

λ: proportion of compound A in the mixture (mixture ratio) 

 At each effect level both compounds contribute linearly to the instantaneous gain in effect of the 
combined curve

 The effect-sensitivity curve of the combination is a weighted average of the single effect-sensitivity
curves

Dose effect curve for expected additive combination
From the inverse derivative formula

SAB,λ x =f′AB,λ fAB,λ
−1 x =

1

fAB,λ
−1′(x)

=
λ

fA
−1′(x)

+
1−λ

fB
−1′(x)

 The inverse dose-effect curve for expected additive combination: 

f−1
AB,λ(x)= ∫0

x λ

fA
−1′(y)

+ 1−λ

fB
−1′(y)

−1
dy

 The dose-effect curve for expected additive combination can be obtained

Details on Hand model (2/2)
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6 dose-effect curves (2 with single compounds + 4 with mixtures with constant proportion of both compounds)

Loewe model

Hand model- Example 2

Hand model

expected additive combinations
« confidence boxes » obtained from the 

confidence intervals of CA/IC50A and CB/IC50B
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